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An Overview of Recent Adoption in Croatia

Kristijan Zimmer and Enola Knežević

This article provides an overview of the EUCIP programme as organised in Croatia by the Croatian Information Technology Society (HIZ/CITS) through its network of seven newly established test and education centres. The article explores the first EUCIP Core education and certification pilot programme that took place in Zagreb between March 25th and June 13th, 2008, as a result of collaboration between HIZ/CITS and Algebra IT School. The article also outlines plans to roll out the EUCIP Professional level certification.
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1 EUCIP Core Roll Out

The EUCIP programme (European Certification of Informatics Professionals) was introduced in Croatia for the first time during a press conference on March 6, 2008, at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb. The programme is organised in Croatia by the Croatian Information Technology Society (HIZ/CITS) through its test and education centres, with Algebra IT School as the forerunner.

One of the problems EUCIP aims to solve is the existing demand for IT experts in Croatia. The lack of IT experts in the country is currently estimated at being between 3,500 and 9,000, while only around 900 students graduate annually from higher education programmes in the field of informatics and computing. Therefore, one of the main goals of the EUCIP programme is to define the standards for basic and specialist IT knowledge, in order to provide additional education for those who are migrating to the IT field from other fields and vocations, and help those who wish to "update" their knowledge with new technologies, practices and standards in the field.

Another important goal is to promote professionalism in informatics in Croatia and help create an efficient organizational model, such as the professional chamber, that would protect and help IT professionals by improving the IT legal framework, working conditions and their position in a better regulated market.

Following the launch of the EUCIP programme in Croatia, the president of the Croatian Information Technology Society, Mr. Mladen Glasenhardt said: "After having successfully initiated the ECDL programme, which has so far been completed by over 12,000 people of all vocations in Croatia, the Croatian Information Technology Society will focus on informatics professionals and offer this programme to those individuals, bodies of public administration, corporations and academic institutions which operate in the field of informatics".

The first EUCIP Core pilot education and certification programme started on March 25, 2008. The pilot consists of a 6-week education programme, spread over a 3-month period to enable sufficient self-study time and the possibility of consultation and learning support. The programme aims to provide an insight into the foundations of the IT profession as specified within the EUCIP Core curricula.

The pilot programme was organised in a partnership between the CITS and Algebra IT School, which at the time was most familiar with the EUCIP programme, since Alge-
Algebra IT School was founded in 1998 as a lifelong learning company and soon became one of best known IT education centres in Croatia offering various education programmes. In 2002, Algebra College was founded. Algebra became an ECDL training and testing centre in the end of year 2003.

The Financial Agency is the leading Croatian company in the sphere of financial outsourcing and IT support for government bodies. The national coverage, the information technology system tested in the most demanding operations of national importance, and high professional level of expert teams, are the major advantages of FINA. It currently offers ECDL training and testing service in major Croatian cities.

KING ICT has been present in the Croatian IT market since 1998 as a member of Croatian M SAN Grupa, providing its clients with integrated ICT and business solutions. The KING ICT educational centre started its work in the second half of 2004 and is currently the most successful ECDL educational and testing centre in Croatia.

The University Computing Centre (Srce) is the oldest infrastructural institution of the Croatian academic and research community in the field of application of ICT. It was founded in 1971 as an organizational unit of the University of Zagreb. Srce has been an authorized ECDL testing centre since February 2004.

FER - Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing, University of Zagreb, was founded in year 1956. In the 2005/2006 academic year a new syllabus was introduced in accordance with the Bologna processes. Many of the 3-year bachelor degree programmes and 2-year graduate degree programmes offer competitive knowledge in the fields of computing, electrical engineering, information technology and telecommunications.

FOI - The Faculty of Organization and Informatics, University of Zagreb (located in the city of Varaždin) was founded in 1974. It offers two 3-year undergraduate study programmes, one joint undergraduate study programme, four 2-year graduate study programmes, as well as one doctoral and three specialized postgraduate programmes, all in the field of information and organizational sciences.

TVZ - Technical Polytechnics School of Zagreb was founded in year 1998. It offers vocational studies in five fields including informatics, computing and electrical engineering, and also lifelong education through the NetAkademija. NetAkademija integrated Cisco, Network Security, Microsoft and Sun-Java programs into the Polytechnic of Zagreb, students have had the chance to upgrade their practical knowledge and experience taking advantage of the University’s infrastructures.

Figure 1: Education Centres Integrated in the Croatian EUCIP Network in 2008.
bra integrated EUCIP into the curriculum of its new 3-year higher education IT bachelor programme.

The programme is taught by prominent Croatian experts for server platforms, application and database development, business intelligence, information security, project management and information infrastructure management. In addition to established Algebra trainers, a special contribution to the programme was given by Croatian IT industry experts in the fields of strategic planning of IT systems and the economic aspects of IT use.

A total of 19 participants took part in the pilot programme. The candidates came from industry and the higher education sector, as well as from IT training centres. To ensure a high quality of programme delivery and testing, CITS introduced a requirement for an accredited Croatian EUCIP centre to have at least two of its employees trained during the pilot programme. This step was taken to increase their familiarity with the programme and to enable them to better understand potential challenges candidates may face during the programme.

2 EUCIP Test and Education Centre Network

The EUCIP network is expected to consist of 7 centres in 2008 (see Figure 1).

EUCIP tests were conducted after each of the three modules – “Plan”, “Build” and “Operate”, and between 70% – 90% of candidates (depending of the module) passed the test at the first attempt. General feedback from the pilot group of participants shows satisfaction of the programme, with some constructive comments on the need for further improvements of the official EUCIP Core educational materials in the future.

The pilot project ended on June 13th., 2008 and the applications for the EUCIP Professional level certification for the first group began shortly afterwards.

From September 2008, most of new EUCIP Centres will start to promote the programme in their educational and business environments and, helped by the CITS, will start organising EUCIP Core educational and testing sessions.

3 EUCIP Professional: The Next Step

During 2008 and the first part of 2009, it is expected that 7 EUCIP Professional profile certifications will be organizationally supported by the CITS, including:

- Software Developer.
- Database Manager.
- Network Manager.
- X-Systems Engineer.
- Information Systems Manager.
- Information Systems Project Manager.
- Information Systems Analyst.

These particular profiles were chosen as a result of an analysis of the current market structure of Croatian IT professionals.

In all current EUCIP-related activities, CITS is continuously supported by the ECDL Foundation and AICA (the Italian EUCIP Operator, who are involved in sharing experiences and supporting new operators), and is thankful for this help, without which a programme of such importance and impact for the entire profession could not had been undertaken.